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SUMMARY

This' paper describes an approximate' theory of fire spread in a fuel
continuum, e.g. a long crib of wood fuel. Experiments are now in pro~

gress to test this theory•
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This' paper- ,di'~9uss:es' 'a the.oteti,?al model of' !~ame spread in a horizontal bed

of fuel under :the 'acti9n of Wind. " This theory is physically somewhat similar to'
that descM.'oed.,bY Fon.s~ 1) 'and .the reIati~n between them i,s discussed'iil this '
paper; Fons.'s :theory 'neglects conduction in the .l¥lburnt fuel and i:t n'egle'ct,s
the effect of the size of the burriing zone ontheheat--tre,nsfer 8.llead of the
burning zone. Most important, it uses too simp~ified an ana~sis for the ,pre
heating of this' unburnt fuel. His expression'for the rate of sp~eaa 'R' in ~
horizontal bed of fuel elements standing vertical~" separated by II ,di~tan,?e, L
from each .o the r is " "" '" ' , ',..,,'.

'. '. '." .: '. . .." . .

where C

,l., .,.',

R =

isan"empirical
a ,natural fuel

",. bed, .

c (fc -1- f...)-o'L '
k. ' C (tf - to \

~ c, ,~e. ~ tt -1:::)
proportionality constaht (of' order unity) relating
bed to a standardised laboratory version of that' '

", . .. " .

f + f' .
C r is the overall hect transfer coefficient to unbumt fuel, the

suffixes 'c' and 'or-' referring respective~ to convection and
radiation.

'.'

0 is surface/volUJ!le ratio for fuel.

,'jf is densd,tj of moist fuel.

C is s~cific heat of m9i st fuel.
i'

t is temperature of' ':name.f,

ti is ignition temperature of fueL, '

to, is initial temperature of fuel.

Ct is a factor of order unity = tf - tl

tf - to

where tl is, t!9mperature of nearest fuel element ahead of' flame

and L is the distance between fuel'elements in direction of spread.'

Since C is of order unity it is not possible to vary C great~ to accommodate
differences, bet~ee~,calculatedand experimental data so that its presence is not
an objectional feature in'comparing theoretical and ex~rimental values of R.

varies from 2.5 to 00 for this range of Ct.
constant Ct can accommodate large variations
value of the theory. We shall later in the
theory and. Fons 's., ' ,. . . - . " ", "

and
Now for the values of tf, t i and' to used by Fon~, Ct varies only between 1 -1

0.67. But the reciprocal of the logarithm of Ct (tf - to) i.e. ( ~ - tlJ
" Loge- - -

(tj ~ ti) ti - t i
Thus small variation in, the empirical

in R and this consdderab.Iy reduces the
paper discuss the relation between our



There are not y~~ sufficient data to compare theory and experiment.
:. .'2':',.' ,.• ,:~ ',. .'

Theory

Consider a long bed of fUel in which a burning zone is ~rogressing in
one direction at constant speed (a linear flame front) Fig. (1)~

The forward and rear fronts A and B are in general inclined to the.;,:, .,.: .:
vertical but it' D» 2'r cote where DJ l' and e are as shown in Fig. (1) we'
may consider the burning zone to be effectively rectilinear.. .The fUel near:
the f':imht;.·B· i!s only' partilillY·;burnt' and that near- 'the rearnearli wholly.. .
bllti'nt,:,.but for"the'sake 'of simplicity we assume that so far.·as the.pattern
of flame,·and·. heat transfer ahead of the fire is concerned we can tilke the
burning zone as consisting of' fuel burning uniformly over the length D.'. '

The.. heat transfer" ahead of the burning zone
';.' ~: :

: Unburrit;' fuel' -receives heat .from flames and'the burning zone. and. if ... '
~ <<"D we shall at first assume that the heat transfer rate to any portion
of unburnt fuel is the same at all heights in the fuel bed and is described
by

i=Ij(P"J:.) .............................. ( 1 )

Again for simplicity we assume that in every element of fuel heat is con
ducted into it normally to its surface, i.e. we neglect lateral heat loss
wi thin the fuel element.

For simplicity we assume a cylinilrical fuel element, neglecting heat
conduction along the element. The surface temperature at time 't' due to an
element of heat i(,\ );/\ striking unit surface area of the 9Y1-inder at time"
is obtainable by the methods described by Cas law and Jaegar~2) as

au -~,,(.'(t-).) '/.\1) 1&.- ,," '.. '.

_. :l~ -e Ll' ~. all
de- -;;:L (J'''' ,J ''',/e ; (2)

"", ." + "'$/ •

where
;;.

a is the radius of the cylindrical element

h is H/K
; I ,

,H is ·the Newtonian cooling coeffiCient for the cylindrical surface

K is the thermal condu~tivity of the fuel

_e. is i ~,s density" '.~ __~,~ ..... _

is 'its' specific;he~tr

.. "

Bessel functions of the first kind of zero & first order.
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Equation (1A) can be written in terms of'a fixed'diBt~qe:Bcale ~ ~d time)\
(see Fig. (2». ~ may be considered as the dist~ce to a g~ven eleme~t of fuel
from the front end of the' burning zone when the rate of apread has reached a
steady value.'

, i(A) =}. -e.~r - ~(~ -R A)
, , ,

......... e .. 0 " ., •• ,; '" • (·3)
. " ..

We shall 'only be concerned wi-th ~<.7R; R'is the rate of' spread or. ~h~ fi~.,
We have to integrate;" from' Oto'~/R-duringwqich tl~e g rises from, gz the fue L
temperature' at Z ahead of': the ,flame front to go the' ignit;i.on temperature abcve
ambient at the front B, i~e •.: ,-" ~~

. m,., ' . 'L. S. ~..-.(...~Cl=--?-) .: ~(...- R~J , ' '
'e .. ~'!: i' i!..54. .i.e.. ' ..e..'" etC'. , ( )e:o:- '2. ~' L J".' ~'.'.. •••• ~ ••• ,; ••• j'n. 3a

I) I""G -, t k T "'.. '
I h'~ .>, ",

I
, , ., i .. ,

Replacing ~ by t -,\ and taking t as "/R the time' when the :front B arrives
at the element of fuel being considered gives the following

Co '- j¥(~.4.. ~, ,R ,,:1.J.
-- .r -- ~ '" ~ -I" ",. I2 t: <, (.{" -e Of.e cI).

t) (J - 6J'L: p ~ t"".e:::::... ~ ....~ I... '- .
r ~ =-, o

r

Now when ~ 4j) a" Qz-4> 0, because' the temperature of the fuel an infizq;te distance
ahead of the front-B is the ambient. ., , " '

t:> "L.
. '2- 'r:. ~ ti{~ .. t.· ,'

'~ ~ c::::::. «: J l.\I~~i---kdj········ ., q •• (4-)
4 rCs ~ "':'1 \: + 11\ ... X .

Equation (4-) is the general equation which is functionally of t?e fo~

.' •••••• ~~~.~ •••• (4a)-- ·F( i~J . ~~~)
J- ,-

and"this general equation is the form of the sc'lutd on whatever the form ofI (2_/a . )

in equation (1), provided j. (-z.~ )~O at Z...;l1cP '. Simil.ar forms would be deduced
if the element were not cyiindrical, provided it could be described in terms of one
dimens,ton only.

• I) " o • • • .... '" • " •• -~.•' (5 )
,
I :e.

Where we have the case of a fuel element being heated sloWly enough for there
to be no effective thermal gradients across it, K is effectively infinite. The
solution caq' be obtained from first principles or from considering the form of .
equation (4-) where K tends to infinity for which it may be' shown that

_ /..4- f .
80 1 -: Pc.. Co.;. ~ ~+ "2,tt\ rc~

"pc:; ~Ra~ &1) c:' '2(I: - J~)
When,we have the case of a fuel element so thick that its .centre remainta unheated

.J even'~hen'the ~urface reaches go, the solution cannot involve 'a'. The limiting
form of equation (4-) for a, ~c:u can be shown to be

$u f~
(

~ IE\+- \ .

\ A....f(
~ E: (f-f •• -•••• ·•·•••• ; ••·.-(6), -e ~

'«~~ tWb
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Solutions to equation (4) are given in Fig. (3), but i~ is ~ot possible
a:t 't.l:lis stage to discuss theM untd.L it'iS~Q~how f ,varl~.~ for different
conditiona. . ' " . .', .. ' _. ': r";

The characteristic length ~ of the heat transfer region ' ' .,

Now~ is essentially a function of flame 'size and orientation and like
flame length it should b~ possible to expresB,A as a funct~on of D, 'r'th~,
rate' of' burning per unit width. of fire and rf the wi,nd speed. ,For a fire,
wh1'ch is effectively infinitely wide and of length D, the relevant flow para
meters are expected to be ~ J and lolL. where t'OJ is th~' cold ',fuel gas '

~ s> '}b
density and fi the' gra~dtationaJ. acceleration. The former term is a modifi- '"
cation of~ w~ch. has been used for fires of circular ,or square 'base where

(~ ~) is the total rate of burning°)(Q being the volumetric flow of' flammable
vapou~s ~"t11L~density) _,

We thus expect

........ ~ ... .,. .". (7)

where' ~' fa some function

JIll( is the mean rate of burning per unit base, surface

The functio~:. JC~ftJ
Some experiments have been made with cribs of wood of' large width and

length D varying from 6 in to 2 ft in winds of up to 15 m.p.h. .

So far only radiation heat transfer rates normal to the base of the crib
have been measured at various lee distances from the crib. Plotting these
rates on a log-linear graph gives the results'shown in Fig. (4) a.I'l;d it is seen
th~tJ ~o a first' approximation it is reasonable to regard these lines as

'linear, i.e. an exponential shape function e-ajf can be defined. Experiments
have yet to be performed in which III" is varied (by increasing the surface of
~uel ~er unit base area of crib) and convective heating rates have yet to be
studied.

The burning zone length D
H

If we define a mean mass rate of burning per unit base area of fire ~ as
before then if ~ is the weight of material per unit base area we have from the
two expressions for the burning time of an e Ieaenf of f'ue L

R
F

-By width we mean the direction perpendicular to the plane of Fig. (1).

-4-
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Leaving aside the question of I.I: /If /I being factors dependent on wind
speed, etc., we have a theoretical equation (48) and two experimental
relation equations (7) and (9) to determine the' three quantities R, D
and,S. Eliminating? we have two relations 'between R 'and D which are,
in principle, sufficient. The first is equation (9) expressi~ R as
proportional to D and the second a combination of equations (48) and,
(7) which mayor may not be a linear relation. 'The experimental data
Obtained. so far su~gest that R is proportional to some fractional
power' (less than 1) of 'D. ' , "

Consider Fig. (5); these two relations are shown in diagrammatic form.
The ordinate of curve (b) increases in proportion to 1/1 and increases with
I.

The point Xt, gives the equilibrium value of Rand D. ,We now show this
equilibrium to be stable. .

Stability

Had curve (b) in Fig.' (5) been'a straight line there would be no equili
brium at any finite values of R and D. We now show that only because this'
curve is oonvex,upwards is the equilibrium at Xl a stable one.

Suppose the velocity of spread R slowly decreases. If this is slow enough
for R to be approximately constant during the time D/R - for any pair of values
of D and Rthen the position ,of equilibrium would, tend to fall' to X2' At each
instant' the velocity that can be sustained by the heating rates ahead of the
flame is greater than the R given by curve (a) 'and this would tend to increase R'
and equilibrium would then tend to be re-established. Were curve (b) concave
upwards this would not be true and the velocity R would continue to fall to zero,
L;e , the equilibrium would be unstable. Indeed, the velocity R and burning zone
length D could not increase from an initial condition of R and D nearly zero.

Relation between this theory and Fons's .theory
(

If in equation (3a) A is replaced by &->. we obtain

go-gz = go e-/->z. (10)

i.e. the temperature ahead of the flame front B falls off exponentially" accor
ding to the' same law as the heat transfer rate. Fons assumes a heat t,ansfer
rate depending on constant transfer coefficients and we can equate the two
expressions fo, fuel temperature a distance 'L' ahead of the flame front

i.e. t
1

- \ = (t
i

\) e-,I?>L

The right hand side is approXimately given

•
(tf-to) =
'tf-ti

Log (1 +e

so that

R = C (f + fcp)O (tf - t.)
c ' ~

~ c;. (ti - to) f
Now in our notation ti - to is go and (fc + f v ) (tf - ti) is the net heat,
transfer to an element at ti, i.e. I - Hgo• or for a cylinder is ~~and hence

- 5 -



we have . '.::'
,',

". "R =
:u: (I- Ii&~J
a.!ct1).A

which for C = 1, its theoretical value, is identical·with"equatio~(5). 'Wh~t
in fact is missing from .Fons 's theory is ,any consideration of the relation' : .
between,B and the burning aone i Length D and ,the' effect,. of thickness of fuel'in
producing non-uniform heating of fuel. This latter approximation is justified
in his experiments with thin fuels, but is not necessarily so for tests with
thicker fuel elements.

Discussion

Measurements are being made of, the heat transfer rates at various points
on the lee side of localised fires from which it will be possible to test the·
validity of equation (7) and the exponential variation of heat transfer with
distance. Even if this is not exponential over the whole range of experimen'ta:).
conditions it may still be possible to evaluate an effective length ~and obtain"
experimentally, a correlation of the form of equation (4a) •. ' '.

Measurements of the spread of fire in 101lg cribs are to be analysed to
evaluate 'm" and correlate with wind speed.

;. 1 .:. .
It,is ,hoped that this theory provides a working hypothesis for the correla

tion of experimental data which will permit 'an extension to full scale condi
tions. ,The theory provides methods of evaluating, albeit part~ empirically,
basic dimensionless terms which include terms such as 'mu

, and I and 90 which
can be used to obtain a method of scaling up.to.the condition ,in the field.
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